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Earlier studies have compared the success of transfers and natives at

graduation, but this investigator felt that a first-term grade point average would
reveal more about the stress of adjustment to a new academic environment. He
therefore compared the achievement, after one semester, of transfer students from
the junior college, the state college, and the private 4-year liberal arts college to the
state university, without regard to the achknement of native students. A random
sample was drawn of 50 students from each source. If significant differences were
found, they would have implications for curriculum planning and instruction at the
sending institution. The university Admissions Office supplied the GPA at the end of
each subject's first term.(These were not all for the same term, as the students began
at different times) Separate computations were made to test the significant
differences, if any, in comparisons of (1) private with state college transfers, (2)
private with junior college transfers, and (3) state college with junior college transfers.
Although results showed that there were no statistically significant differences in
success of transfers from the three types of institution at the end of their first
semester, they did suggest that the junior college transfers are closer to academic
difficulty than the other tWo groups and that the state college transfer students
make a slightly better adjustment to the new academic pressure than the others.(HH)
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Studies that comprre native students to the junior

college transfer in a varicty of aspects are numerous. The

problems of the transfer -tudent in adjusting to a new

institution have been of considerable intere7,t for some time.

The literature is replete with these kinds of studies. Re-

search that compsres the transfer student from two and four

year institutions to the large stnte university are either

0 not published or not easily available. Therefore, the pur-

Nm% pose of this research was to compare the achievement of
PIN

eN,

C:0 and the four year private liberal arts college. Achieve-

iti merit at the end of the first semester at the state univerAty

transfer ttudents from the junior college, the st-te collge

was determined as the point of comparison. It wns recognized

that other measures of comparison coAA be considered which

have a bearing on the single factor of achievement. However,

such veriebles were not considered.

Young tl964) demonstrated th.t the type of sending

institution significantly affects the academic record of

transfer students. In Young's study thc "sending collcges"were

placed into one of the following categories: junior colleges,

liberal arts colleges, womenls colleges, teacher

NIVERSITYinstitutions, and public and private universities. The CIkLIFS
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results showed thnt the junior college transfer to Fenn Stnte

made a significantly poorer academic adjustment than other

students. The student from private colleges maintained a

consistent 1 vel of performance at both institutions.

It was expected thnt a comparison of the achievement of

transfer students at the Univemity would reveal some dif-

ferences. If differences did appear, thene would have im-

plications for curriculum planning, instruction nnd voctional

planning in Institutions from Which students transfer which

could be explicated in further research. It should be made

clear that the purpose was not to prove or disprove that the

preparation received in any one kind of institution was

better or worse than preparation received at another. A

consideration of comparative grade point averages was simply

to ascertain the differences of aelievement, if in fact such

differences exint. In other words, the purpose of this study

was to investigate another possible dimension for the evalua-

tion of the junior college movement as well as the work of

four year institutions measured by the criterion of the

Univerity.

There are two factors that effect aelievement after trans-

fer tHood, 1965). The first factor is VA, difference in

ability levels of student bodies. He found that there was

little relationship of ability levels and the mean grade point

averags of college freshmen in the strte of Minnesota. The

point was thnt college freshmen should be advised concerning

th.e competition that he will meet at a given institution.



It is important therefore that transfer students know what

their competition is in terms of other transfer students as

well as the native students. A second factor effecting ach-

ievement, according to '400d, is that of grnding practices at

both sending and receiving institutions. The implication

wns that it is important to draw samples of transfer students

who come from similar types of institutions for comparison

studies.

In another study by Hood (1967) an index of difficulty

was establighed for various colleges. The index was tested

by using it to predict differences in gmdes achieved by

students who transferred from one college to another and

then comparing such predicted grades with the actual grades.

The result was that in Minnesota the grade point averages

of junior college tranrfers to the University decreased

-.h3; the private college transfers decreased -.17; and the

state college transfer decreased -.52. The indicfItion is

that junior college transfers to the University of Minnesota

do not ae.lieve as well as the private collee transfer after

transfer, but they achieve slightly better than transfers

from state colleges. These results contribute to the formu-

lation of hypotheses for this study at the Univc,rsity of

Missouri. Again, at the University of Syracuse Holmest1961)

compared the native student to the transfer from other four

year institutions and found a .14 drop in grade point average.

Hood and Holmes agree that transfers fram four year institu-

tions to the large univerrity may expect a slight decrease.
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At the Univerity of Missouri a study was made comparing

the aciAevement of junior college transftrs to the achieve-

ment of trsInsfers from four year institutions kJohnson, 3_9651.

The students that composed this sample were graduated in 3_964

and the study was based on the grade point averages nt grnd-

uation. The result of this study showed no significant dif-

fcrences in the grade point averages of junior college

transfers and native students. There was a significant

differ.ence in cumulative grade point average comparing the

transfer from four year colleges with junior college trans-

fers, but no difference in the last semester's grades. The

416-Inson study deals with comparisons at graduetion, but not

with comparisons after the first term experience after

transfer. It seems to this investigator thnt first term

grade point average reveals more ccncerning the adjustment

of transfer students to the press of the new academic environ-

ment.

The literature shows some consistency in the findings of

the studies of achievement of transfer students. Generally,

the order of academic adjustment setms to be private, junior

and state colleges. This study attempts to answer the follow-

ing questions: Will the findings based on a sample of the

students at the University of Missouri at Columbia be consist-

ent with other -tudies at different places, at different points

in academic careers, and at different times? Are there

Agnificant differences between the achievement of transfer

students frcm junior colleges, state colleges and private

liberal arts colleges after the first sefaeter at the university?
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Do private liberal arts transfers achieve at a higher level

than do junior college and stete college transfers? Do

junior college transfeT's achieve at a significantly higher

level than do state college transfers? The scope of this

study does not consider the nntive :itudent, The focus is on

transfers from three distinctly diffe2-ent kinds ofinstitutions

and their academic adjustment to a large st-te university-,

The tAte university provides a significant criterion for

measuring the academic preparation offered t other collefres

in terms of how well tram7fers from these senools perform.

It was assumed that rlrticulation between the institu-

tions of the statt would tend to,create some llorloqeneity in

curricula. The junior colleges certainly are interested in

designing their transfer programs to minimize transfer 4iffi-

culities. The same is true of the state colleges with a

particular view to transfer into special progrmms and graduate

school. Although the variation of curricula in the private

colleges in the tate might be expected, the influence of the

state University regarding graduate schools is felt. These

assumptions gave direction for sampling procedures.

Method

Sampling

A complete list of all transfer students for the Fall

Semester of 1967 was provided from the Data Procev:ing Center.

Prom this list transfers from private liberal arts colleges,

junior colleges and state colleges were identified and a

random smmple of each was drawn numbering 100. Each of the
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samples of 100 wns then reduced to an N of 50 by the matching

of ages, type of sending institution and the location of the

sending institution. Ages that were included in each sample

ranged from 2u to 23 years. All subjects'were from Missouri

institutions. The exclusion of out-of.svIte institutions

from the srxmles was considered necesarv to work with ?lomo-

geneous sa:Inlcs. Also confining the samples to Missouri

institutions insured similnrity within the groups of' insti-

tutions. The age of subjects was.controlled to give some

simillrity of educational experience and fft7turity and so

produce a uniform level of academic potential.

As a result of the above sampling procedures, the total

number for er!ch sample equaled 50 as stated. The 7rand total

N for all sanoles was 150. For each of the subjects the p:rade

pont averRge at the end of the first semester was obtainsd

from the records in the Office of AdmirrIons. T'Iese grades

were not obtained in the same semester since not Al the

students started at the same time. The ranFe of hours attempted

in the beginning semester was 9 to 16 or full-time eauivnlent.

Statistical Procedures

In order to compnre the scholastic achievement of the

samples friem the three different kinds of transfer schools,

the mean and standard deviation was computed for ench sample.

The significant differences of the means was computed by means

of a t.Test. 6ince the data was not correlated, the independent

t-test was employed. The F-test was then used to see if there
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was a significant difference between the variances of the

sets of data, Finally, the Cochran-Cox t-test was computed

to test significance when the variances were not equal.

The above procedures were determined to test the signi-

ficant differences; if any, in the following cornparisons:

1) tie private liberal arts college transfers compared to the

state college transfers, 2) private liberal arts transfers

compared to the junior college transfes, and 3) the state

college transfers compared to the junior college transfers.

Results -

The results of the study indicate that there were no

significant differences in the acievment of transfer

students from three types of institutions at the end of their

first semester. The result is consistent with the study of

Johnson (1965) in which it was found that there was no signi-

ficant difference of grades between theme groups at the last

semester of their college career. The t-test values are re-

parted in Table 1 where it is noted that there is no signi-

ficant difference at the .05 level. Therefore, it is concluded

that the transfer students studied achieve at about the same

level regardless of the kind of institution from which.they

transfered. The means and standard deviations of the :three

samples were consistent as Table 1 shows. Mean grade pohat

averages ranged from 2.140 to 2.324 and standard deviations

ranged. from .679 to .773.

Insert Table 1 about here

4,14,L414.1-
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ln an analysis of variancetthe F-Ratio for each of the

three comparisons showed no significance as one might expect

from the data already presented. Table 2 shows the degrees

of freedom, the F-Ratio and the result of the Cochran-Cox

t-test for uncorrelnted samples and unequal variances. The

Cochranwox might have been eliminated since the variances

showed essential equivalence in the t-tests of independent

samples. However, it was anticipated that there might be

significant vnriance and therefore the Cochran-Cox was includ-

ed in the program. The F-Ratios of 1.45, 1.296 and 1.240

were not significant at the .(6 level.

Insert Table 2 about here

The contention that there are no significant differences

in the grade point aver.Iges attained by transfer students

from private liberal arts, state and junior colleges is ac-

cepted on Vie basis of these results.

Discussion

It would appear that the preparation that a .-tudent re-

ceives in any of three typss of institutions within the state

of Missouri is adeauate to succeed at the University of Missouri

at Columbia. Although there appears to be no significant

difference in earnsd gr!-Ade point averages at the end of the

first semester, the evidence suggests that the junior college

transfer is closer to academic difficulty than the other two

groups. The mean grade point average of the junior college
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sample was 2.140 with a standard deviation of .773. In this

sailpling the state colleg,e transfer appears to make a slightly

better adjustment to the academic pressure of the univerity

than either junior college or private liberal arts transfers.

Statistically, these differences are not significant.

The fact that all the subjects of thee samples came from

Misscuri institutions suggests that these institutions are

perhaps influenced by the University in designing their pro-

grams. There appears to be considerable congruence in the

preparation offered by all the colleges and universities of

the state. The reasons for this similarity would provide

interesting future research. What are the dynamics within

the state that contribute to tTlis uniformity? Based on the

findings of this study, there is no need for most students

who transfer to the Univesity to feel threatened by the

competition of other transfer students.

A longitudinal study with additional controls tuch as

matching scholastic ability of subjects of these same student

populations would in the investigator's opinion be valuable.

Furthermore, the samples should be taken from transfer students

who transfer to the University in the same semester. Yeer

students and the cireumstances of a given semester tend to

influence the achievement of students. Further refinements

of the study comparing transfer students to other transfers

might take into consideration sex differences, differences of

transfers from other states compared to Missouri transfers

and other aspects of adjustment to the University environment.
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TABLE 1

"'''.==:1131111b.

Tests of Significance

College N Mean Standard t-test
Deviation

Private

State

Vrivate and State Colleges

So 2.315 .67y

Su 2.324 .694

?rivate and Junior Colleges

Private So 2.315 .6y9

Junior 50 2.14u .773
Colleges '

State and Junior Colleges

State 50 2.34 .694

Junior 50 2.140 .773
courses

To not significant in any case.

-(4068

1.186

1.238
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TABLE 2

Analysis of Variance

College Degrees of
Freedam

1

Private

State

Private

Junior
Colleges

F6Ratio

Private and State Colleges

49.00 1.045

49.ou

Private and Junior Colleges

49.uo

49.ou

1.296

a
Cochron-Cox

It-test

-u.o6d

1.186

State and Junior Colleges

1

State
;

1.24v
i

,
.

1.238

Junior i

49.0U

4y.uO
;

,

Colleges 1

i

i

i

F, not significant in any case.


